VIP gondola

Welcome to
matterhorn
glacier paradise

Experience unforgettable adventures
in the Matterhorn glacier paradise
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Zermatt Bergbahnen AG
P.O. Box 378, 3920 Zermatt, Schweiz
Tel. +41 27 966 01 01, info@matterhornparadise.ch
www.matterhornparadise.ch
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matterhorn
glacier paradise

At a lofty 3,883 / 12’739 ft metres of altitude you will find
Europe’s highest aerial cableway and mountain station.
Want to go higher still? The summit lift will bring you up to the
viewing platform, offering a 360° panoramic view that includes
38 Alpine giants.
A visit to the world’s highest glacier palace will make the excursion an experience you will never forget.
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Get the VIP treatment: you will be shown to your VIP gondola at the
Matterhorn glacier paradise valley station, take your place in a plush
leather seat, enjoy the ride with background music and a bottle of
Moët & Chandon champagne, then arrive at Trockener Steg ready to
embrace new adventures.

Unforgettable adventures start here


FREE WLAN
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The summit lift will carry you to the highest viewing platform in the
Alps, at 3,883 metres above sea level. The 360° panorama opens up
to give views encompassing 38 four-thousanders and 14 Alpine
glaciers. As well as serving as a viewpoint with breath-taking
long-distance visibility all the way to Mont Blanc, the platform is
also a place of romance: couples pledge themselves to each other
with symbolic love locks they have carried all the way up to the
altitude of almost 4,000 metres.

Glittering ice crystals and shimmering ice sculptures cast their spell
over visitors to the glacier palace. A lift takes you 15 metres below
the surface to a fairy-tale palace in the heart of the eternal ice.
Walk through a glacier crevasse or try out the ice slide, before
making yourself comfortable on an ice bench covered with cosy
furs. For small and big explorers alike.

There’s even greater luxury to be found in four of the 25 cabins –
embellished by thousands of Swarovski crystals, they glitter like
fresh snow in the sunlight. During the journey to the highest
mountain station in Europe, the four special “Crystal Ride” cabins
reveal their spectacular view. Three minutes into the journey, at a
height of 170 metres above the ground, the previously opaque glass
floor clears in a matter of seconds to offer a dramatic view down
onto the glacier landscape below. So, keep your camera handy and
a grip on your nerves!

The gondolas and cable cars that connect Zermatt and the Matterhorn glacier paradise are equipped with an instructive audio
information system. The information is available in ten languages:
English, French, German, Italian, Spanish, Japanese, Chinese,
Korean, Thai and Russian. As you enjoy the views, you can learn
many interesting facts about the sights you pass and the history
of Zermatt and tourism in the Alps.
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The modern Cinema Lounge in the Breithorn Tunnel provides untarnished entertainment for film buffs, presenting fascinating footage
on the subjects of alpinism, the alpine world, and the flora and fauna,
lifts and railways of the Zermatt region. It’s the perfect way to get in
the mood to enjoy the stunning views at 3,883 metres above sea
level or a great activity for a rainy afternoon. Admission to the Cinema Lounge is free of charge.

Good for body, soul and environment: the sustainable restaurant with
Minergie-P low-energy rating and the adjoining Peak Shop at almost
4,000 metres are always well worth a visit. Large panoramic windows
offer a magnificent high-alpine vista as a backdrop to the culinary
delights within. Our new Peak Shop offers a range of specialities and
some unusual souvenirs. Treat yourself or give someone a very special
gift – a real piece of Zermatt!

Snow tubing: sliding down the slopes in inflatable rubber doughnuts
– it’s superb fun for young and old! Pick up your free snow tube
and off you go! Our snow tube slope for the summer season at
Matterhorn Glacier Paradise is at an altitude of 3,883 metres.

Do you thought the mountains were taken over by hikers in the
summer? Think again! In Europe’s highest and biggest glacier ski
area you can ski to your heart’s content even in the summer season.
In Zermatt hikers and skiers just share the mountains, it’s as simple
as that. Between Trockener Steg station at 2,929 metres and the
Gobba di Rollin, the highest point on the Breithorn plateau at 3,899
metres, lies the summer ski area with up to 21 kilometres of slopes.

